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Abstract. Given a string x = x[1..n], a repetition of period p in x is a
substring ur = x[i..i+rp−1], p = |u|, r ≥ 2, where neither u = x[i..i+p−1]
nor x[i..i+(r+1)p−1] is a repetition. The maximum number of repetitions
in any string x is well known to be Θ(n log n). A run or maximal
periodicity of period p in x is a substring urt = x[i..i+rp+ |t|−1] of
x, where ur is a repetition, t a proper preﬁx of u, and no repetition
of period p begins at position i−1 of x or ends at position i+rp+ |t|.
In 2000 Kolpakov & Kucherov showed that the maximum number ρ(n)
of runs in any string x is O(n), but their proof was nonconstructive
and provided no speciﬁc constant of proportionality. At the same time,
they presented experimental data strongly suggesting that ρ(n) < n.
that the maximum any string x again encourages the belief that in fact
σ(n) < n. Recently, Fan et al.(“A new periodicity lemma”, Sixteenth
Annual Symp. Combin. Pattern Matching, 2005) took a ﬁrst step toward
proving these conjectures, by presenting results that establish limitations
on the number of squares of a speciﬁed range of periods that can occur
over a speciﬁed range of positions in x. In this paper, we further tighten
these restrictions by showing how the existence of two squares u and
v (v longer than u) at the same position i in x limits the occurrence
of smaller squares with period w ∈ (|v| − |u|, |u|) in the neighborhood
around i.
1 Introduction
Repetitions and other forms of periodicity have long been considered fun-
damental characteristics of strings. In fact, the work often cited as having
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founded stringology [21], is an investigation of the periodicity properties
of inﬁnite strings. Today, the detection of repetitions has become of prac-
tical interest, primarily in the ﬁeld of bioinformatics, with algorithms for
the task a standard part of any software for whole genome analysis.
In this paper we extend recent results of Fan et al. [4] that specify
restrictions on the nature and extent of periodic behaviour in strings.
It is our hope that these theoretical results will eventually lead to more
straightforward algorithms for detecting repetitions than those currently
available.
Throughout we use boldface to represent strings, and italics to specify
their lengths. For instance, the string under consideration is denoted x =
x[1..n], and its length is x = |x|. We will also use n to refer to the
length of x as is customary. We write uk to represent a concatenation of
k occurrences of the string u.
A repetition in x is a substring ur = x[i..i+ru−1], r ≥ 2, where
neither x[i..i+u−1] nor x[i..i+(r+1)u−1] is a repetition. We call u
the generator, u the period of the repetition, and r the exponent. We
refer to a repetition where k = 2, u2, as a square. A repetition can be
encoded as an integer triple (i, u, r). In order to compute all repetitions
eﬃciently Main [16] introduced a run or maximal periodicity of period
u in x is a substring urt = x[i..i+ru+t−1], where ur is a repetition, t a
proper preﬁx of u, and no repetition of period u begins at position i−1
of x or ends at position i+ru+t. u is called the generator of the run,
t its tail, and a run is economically represented by a 4-tuple (i, u, r, t).
The critical observation that a run encapsulates t adjacent repetitions all
having the same period implies that there are at most as many runs as
repetitions. Further, by computing all runs we are implicitly computing
all repetitions.
Kolpakov & Kucherov [13] describe an algorithm to compute all the
runs (hence all the repetitions) in x in Θ(n) time. Their algorithm is essen-
tially an extension of an earlier algorithm by Main [16] which guaranteed
only computation of the “leftmost” runs. The complexity of Kolpakov &
Kucherov’s algorithm hinges on a lengthy and technical proof [13] that the
maximum number ρ(n) of runs that could exist in any string x satisﬁes:
k1n− k2 log2 n
√
n, (1)
where k1 and k2 are positive constants.
Remarkable though it is, there is a problem with (1): the proof is
nonconstructive, providing no information about the magnitude of the
constants k1 and k2. Nevertheless Kolpakov & Kucherov provide experi-
mental evidence to prompt the following conjectures [20]:
∗ ρ(n) < n;
∗ ρ(n) is achieved by a cube-free string x on alphabet {a, b};
∗ ρ(n + 1) ≤ ρ(n)+2.
These questions of periodicity seem fundamental yet, so far, progress
toward answering them has been scant. Franek et al. [8] bolster the ﬁrst
conjecture by the construction of an inﬁnite family of strings which is
very “run-rich” but always has ρ(n) < n.
In order to show that in general ρ(n) < n, it seems to be necessary to
establish restrictions on the squares (with which runs must begin) that
can occur in the neighbourhood of positions in a string at which one or
two squares already appear. Very recently, Fan et al [4] proved several
results in this direction, culminating in the following Lemma.
Definition 1 A square u2 is said to be regular if no prefix of u is a
square.
Definition 2 A square v2 is said to be irreducible if v is not a repeti-
tion.
Lemma 3 [4, New Periodicity Lemma] If x has regular prefix u2 and
irreducible prefix v2, u < v < 2u, then for every w ∈ (u, v) and for every
k ∈ [0, v−u), x[k+1..k+2w] is not a square.
The lemma essentially restricts the occurrence of squares (or runs)
having period between u and v. The results we present in Section 2 are
an extension of this result for periods between v − u and u.
We make use of two further lemmas from Fan et al. [4].
Lemma 4 [4, Lemma 8] If v2 is irreducible with regular proper prefix u2,
then
v > max{u+1, 3u/2}.
Lemma 5 [4, Lemma 9] If x = v2 is irreducible with regular proper prefix
u2, v < 2u, then
x = u1u2u1u1u2u1u2u1u1u2,
where u1 = 2u−v, u2 = 2v−3u (depicted in Figure 1).
The following terminology is also helpful. A substring of a given string
x is said to be internal if and only if it is neither a preﬁx nor a suﬃx of
x. And if x = x1x2, x2 nonempty, then x2x1 = Rx1(x) is said to be the
xth1 rotation of x.
2 Restricting Occurrence of Smaller Periods
As in Fan et al. [4] we consider the situation in which a regular square
u2 and an irreducible square v2 occur at the same position. Our main
result restricts squares with period w ∈ (v−u, u) from occurring in a
range about the center of the ﬁrst occurrence of u.
Lemma 6 If x has a regular prefix of u2 and an irreducible prefix of v2,
u < v < 2u, then for every period w ∈ (v−u, u) and for every starting
position k ∈ [u1, v−u), x[k+1..k+2w] is not a square.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that for u1 ≤ k < v−u and
v−u < w < u, the square w2 occurs at x[k+1..k+2w]. Making use of the
notation of Lemma 5, we consider two main cases, when k is small and
when k is large, and show that in both cases the suﬃx of w that is also a
preﬁx of u contains a square, violating the restriction that u is regular.
Case I, k+w is small: k+w < u+u1
u1 u2 u1 u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u1 u2
ﬀ u
ﬀ v
w1 w2ﬀ ﬀ ﬀ k 
p1 p2
Fig. 1. Case I: when k+w is small
Figure 1 shows the string x split into u1 and u2 substrings as stated
in Lemma 5. Also shown are the ﬁrst and second copy of w, labeled
w1 and w2 respectively. As u1 ≤ k, the ﬁrst copy of w must begin
somewhere in the ﬁrst copy of u2. As w < u = 2u1 + u2, w1 must
ﬁnish somewhere in the third copy of u1. This is drawn in Figure 1.
Also shown is the suﬃx of w1 that begins in the third copy of u1,
which is labeled p1.
As a result, the second copy of w, w2, must begin in the third u1
and ﬁnish somewhere in the third u1u2 substring. Let p2 be the
preﬁx of u that is occupied by the suﬃx of w2 as shown in Figure 1.
From the restrictions mentioned, we can see that the length of w2
is such that w2 = (u1−p1)+u2+p2. Seeing as u1+u2 < w, then
u1+u2 < (u1−p1)+u2+p2, hence p1 < p2.
This implies w ends with two distinct preﬁxes of u1u2 — p1 and p2.








so p1 ≥ p2/2.
Case II, k+w is large: u+u1 < k+w < u+u1+u2
u1 u2 u1 u1 u2 u1 u2 u1 u1 u2
ﬀ u
ﬀ v
w1 w2ﬀ ﬀ ﬀ k 
p1 p2
Fig. 2. Case II: when k+w is large
Similar to Case I, we split w2 into w1 and w2, deﬁning p1 and p2 as
their respective suﬃxes that are also preﬁxes of u1u2; see Figure 2.
As before, p1 = k+w − u and p2 = k+2w − v and so
p2 = k + 2w − 2u + u1 = 2p1 + u1 − k < 2p1.
In both cases p1 is both a preﬁx and suﬃx of p2, and p2/2 ≤ p1 < p2.
If p1 = p2/2, then p2 = p1p1, and u begins with a square, contradicting
the assumption that u is regular. If p1 > p2/2 then a suﬃx of p1 is also a
preﬁx of p1 (the end of the ﬁrst p1 must overlap the second p1 in p2), say
p3, and so p2 = p3yp3yp3, for some substring y. Again, p2 commences
with a square, (p3y)2, contradicting the assumption that u is regular. 
Lemma 7 If x has a regular prefix of u2 and an irreducible prefix of v2,
u < v < 2u, then for every w ∈ (3u1/2+u2, u) and for every k ∈ [0, u1/2],
x[k+1..k+2w] is not a square.
Proof. Suppose that for k ≤ u1/2 and w ∈ (3u1/2+u2, u), the square w2
occurs at x[k+1..k+2w].
See Figure 3. Let s = k + w − u < k. Observe that
w2 = x[w+k..2w + k]
= x[u + s..u + s + w]
= x[u + s..2u]u2[1..K]
= x[s..u]u2[1..K]





Fig. 3. Position of w2 in Lemma 7
So x[s..u] consists of two overlapping preﬁxes of w, namely
x[s..u] = w2[1..u − s],
x[k..u] = w1[1..w − s]
Therefore x[s..u] has period z = k − s < u1/2. Because u1 is an internal
substring of x[k..] and u1 ≥ 2z, u1 = R(z)rR(z)∗, r ≥ 2 and so u begins
with a square, a contradiction to u being regular. We therefore conclude
that such a w2 cannot exist. 
Note that the above results are directly applicable to runs. Observe
ﬁrst that by deﬁnition every run is irreducible. Observe also that if a run
of period u and tail t occurs at position i in x, no run of the same period
can occur at any position j ∈ [i, i+u+t]. Thus, if we deﬁne a regular run
to be a run of generator u where u2 is a regular square, we can state an
equivalent of Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 for runs.
3 Discussion
We have proved two lemmata (6 and 7) that extend the results of Fan et
al. [4] and restrict the periods w of squares that can occur at positions
i+k in x when at position i two squares are known to occur. It is our
hope that these results will be of some help in making progress with the
three conjectures arising out of Kolpakov & Kucherov’s work [13].
The Main/Kolpakov-Kucherov algorithm [13, 16] is the only known
linear-time algorithm for computing all the runs in a given string x. It is
complex and, until recently, depended for its worst-case linear behaviour
on the use of Farach’s algorithm [5], also complex and not space-eﬃcient,
for linear-time computation of suﬃx trees. Since 2003 three worst-case
linear-time suﬃx array construction algorithms [10–12] have been avail-
able for use in the computation of the LZ factorization [1], but even after
the substitution of suﬃx arrays for suﬃx trees in the all-runs algorithm,
signiﬁcant complications remain. For instance, the algorithm still requires
at least 13n bytes of space. Further, it appears that due to their recursive
nature the linear-time algorithms are not in practice the fastest suﬃx
array construction algorithms available [19]. We expect that, with a more
precise understanding of the periodicity of runs, it will become possible
to design simpler algorithms that will compute all the runs in a string in
a more direct and more eﬃcient manner.
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